
36 HORIZON 
I use the word ‘comedy’ intentionally. Paul Delvaux used it 

himself when he entitled one of his pictures Les personnuges de 
corndie. As time goes on, the astonishing coherence in the suc- 
cession of Delvaux’ pictures becomes more evident. In fact, the 
truth is that he is the inventor of a drama, of a pecuhar humanity, 
with its own system of relations. He himself often appears in his 
paintings, and this seems to me sigdcant. Yet another indication 
is the introduction into some of his pictures of a naturalist, who 
seems to be taken from the illustrations of Jules. Verne’s books, 
and whose nature and occupations Delvaux obviously does not 
wish to seem ambiguous. From this it may be deduced that 
Delvaux has some idea of self-effacement in the results of his 
mysterious explorations whch he yields to us: explorations of a 
world in which he participates, in which, perhaps, he lives even 
more than in this, and which he is only striving to reconstruct 
with the utmost faithfulness compatible with objectivity; and if 
this world is not that of anguish and solitude, it is at any rate 
very close to it. Yet there is in Delvaux’ paintings a kind of inner 
tremor, a curiously stimulating charm, so much grace and 
warmth in the women’s bodies, that he seems to portray the 
flowers rather than the abysses of despair. 

[Translated by NATALLA G A L I T Z I N E ]  

W A R  A N D  PEACE-I1  
I- BUILDING ALIVE 
WILLIAM S A N S 0  M 

As on a fleet and smooth naval pinnace, intricate with grey cocks 
and rope and white-painted enumeration-we s i x  on the Heavy 
Fire Unit drove swiftly through the quiet Sunday streets. 
Sometimes at odd corners or through a breach in the skyline of 
tall buildings the huge buff plume showed itself, calm and clean 
as sand against a pale bluish sky. We as well felt clean, in our blue 
flaired tunics and silver buttons, too clean for what was coming, 
conscious of this and awkward at a time when smudged khaki 
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W A R  A N D  PEACE 37 
and camouflage net are the equipment of action. The streets 
were too clean; there were no people, the people were all hidden 
away cooking their Sunday dinners; one church bell pealed 
ceaselessly to an empty town caught in the Sunday pause. 

Then, gradually, the immaculate polish showed a ruflhg, 
stray scraps of paper suggested the passing of a crowd, a weed of 
splintered glass sprung up here and there on the pavements, 
another and invisible weed seemed to be thrusting the window 
frames from their sockets and ahead, as this tangle grew denser, 
the street hung fogged with yellow dust. 

Our destination lay within the dust. Once inside it was easy 
to see, only the outer air had painted it opaque. But it was &e 
driving from the streets of a town into sudden country; nothing 
metropolitan remained to these torn pavements, to the earthen 
mortar dust and the shattered brick returning to the clay. The 
fly-bomb had blasted a pause within the pause of Sunday 
morning. 

Ambulances already. Two or thee people stood about, 
handkerchiefs to their red-splashed faces. In the silence a loud- 
speaker called for silence. The rich living voice appealed to the 
dead rubble, coaxing it to make tapping noises. And men with 
long detecting poles weaved to and fro through the mist &e 
slow shrimpers. We were ordered round the dcbris to search 
the broken buildings on either side. 

At the top of the first flight of stairs, dark and rickety, a light 
shone through a crack in the unhinged door. The door came 
off easily. A single shadeless electric bulb hung over a tailor’s 
table, shone weakly and yellow against the large daylit window 
beyond. On the table lay a pair of trousers, an iron, slivers of 
glass and splashes of red blood, comet-shaped, hke flickings 
from a pen. Every lightly fixed furnishing of the room hnd 
shifted-bales of cloth, doors, chairs, plaster mouldings, a tall 
cupboard-all these had moved closer and now leant huddled at 
strange, intimate angles. Plaster dust covered everything. There 
was no space left in the room, there was nobody in the room. 
The blood led in wide round drops to the door, the tailor must 
have been ‘walking wounded’. Had he been one of those outside, 
fingering blindly for the ambulance doors? The yellow bulb 
on its single string burned on, the only life in this lonely Sunday 
workroom, the only relic of the tailor’s shattered patience. 
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Then, under the steady burning of this bulb, against its silent 
continuing effort, other sounds began to whisper. My number 
two, Barnes, looked at me quickly-the building was alive. 
Our boots had thudded on the stairs. Now for a moment, no 
more, they were quiet. They were silent, the light was silent, 
but falsely-for beneath these obvious silences other sounds, 
faint, intractable, began to be heard. C r e h g s ,  a groan of wood, 
a light spatter of moving plaster, from somewhere the trickle 
of water f?om a broken pipe. The whole house rustled. h legion 
of invisible plastermice seemed to be pattering up and down the 
walls. Little, light sounds, but massing a portentous strength. 
The house, suddenly stretched by blast, was settling itself. It 
might settle down on to new and firm purchases, it might be 
racking itself further, slowly, slowly grinding apart before 
a sudden collapse. I saw Barnes glance at the ceiling; he was 
thinlung of the four floors s d  hanging above us; he was t&g 
perhaps, as I was, that the raid was still on and that any other 
explosion w i t h  d e s  might rock through the earth and 
shake the whole lot down. Walkmg in such houses, the walls 
and floors are forgotten; the mind pictures only the vivid inner 
framework of beams and supports, wherc they might run and 
how, under stress, they might behave; the house is perceived as 
a skeleton. 

Then through the stripped window came further sounds-a 
distant explosion from the south, and above this the purposeful 
drone ofa second bomb flying louder every moment. The gallows 
that would mark its course! To each dreadful roof gallows along 
the bomb's course a black sock would rise to swing hke a sentence 
rather than a warning of death. The sound approached hke a 
straight h e .  It approached thus for many people . . . everyone 
on the half-circle of its sound fanning forwards would attach 
the bomb to themselves. It could drop anywhere. It was abso- 
lutely reasonless. It was the first purely fatal agent that had come 
to man for centuries, bhging  people to cross their frngers again, 
bringing a rebirth of superstition. 

Down in the courtyard they were carrying a man out from 
the opposite block. We caught a glance of him through the 
twisted framework of an iron footbridge. They had laid him on 
a blanketed stretcher on the grey rubble. He lay still, bloodless, 
only his face showing, and that plastered with the same sick grey 
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WAR AND PEACE 39 
dust. It lay evenly on hlm, like a poisonous mask-he looked 
gassed with dust. Once he struggled, hu head turned from side 
to side, He seemed to be trying to speak. It was as if ~ L S  real face, 
clean and agonized, tried to be free and show its pain. 

Now, in the long moment it takes these bombs to fly their 
swift distances-now the drone was already changing its note. 
The first remote aerial wavering, &e a plane engine far up and 
away, had strengthened and bolted its direction upon our area. 
It was coming all right. We waited, though there was no time 
to wait, no real time but only the expansion of a moment so 
alert, and listened then for the drone to sharpen itself into the 
spluttering drum-beat of a jet-engine. But beneath this sound, 
separated &om us by widths of sky, the little murmurs of secret 
life, fearfbl in their intimacy, could still be heard. And still fixed 
in a second's glance at the wounded man below, our eyes 
absorbed the whole courtyard, the waste of rubble between 
tall, torn office buildings. The iron bridge hung darkly between. 
Across it a new nest of broken pipes splayed up, a hydra head of 
snaky lead, but halted, paused like the rest ofit. Only the oncom- 
ing sound moved deliberately, but this too was fixed, mounted 
on a straight, straight h e  that in its regular, unvarying crescendo 
provided only an emphasis to the stillness of the courtyard. A 
whole architecture, all that had ever been built, all the laborious 
metropolitan history had been returned to its waste beginning. 
The virgin scrap, the grey mortar earth, the courtyard walls torn' 
and stripped into the texture of ancient moon-burnt rock-all 
these paused, takmg breath. Only the little sounds sucking 
themselves in hinted at a new life, the life of leaden snakes, 
hesitating and choosing in whispers the way to blossom. 

The drone was diving into a roar. We crouched down beneath 
the window. My eyes now near the floor found themselves 
facing a gap some three inches wide where the outer wall had 
loosened itself from the floorboards. The wall was leaning out- 
wards. I saw my hand steady itself on a book of cloth patterns; the 
fingers were bleeding, the hand removed itself instinctively from 
the cleanish cloth, cut itself again on more glass on the floor. The 
bomb was above. We held our breaths, not in all that sound 
daring to breathe for fear we might m i s s  the cut-out. It seemed 
much darker near the floor . . . the floor grew as dark as child- 
hood. Only the amazing crack in the wall remained clear, 
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gaping its draughty mouth. The noise grew deafening, a noise 
now as heavy as the shadow of a wing. Then, in a burst 
of anger, it seemed to double up on itself, its splutter roared 
double, it was diving, at four hundred d e s  an hour, without 
ever cutting out, heading hke all mad anger unrestrained on to 
the fragile roofs . . . 

The wall, Lke a rubber wall in a Disney cartoon, sprang out at 
my eyes, bulging round, then snapped back into its flat self. That 
happened, distinctly. Whether despite the crack it had actually 
expanded into so round and resilient a curve, or whether the 
noise and the windclap of the explosion jarred this round illusion 
within my own round eyes-I do not know. But that hap- 
pened . . . just as the silence fell again, just as the glass rain spat 
again, just as an iron tank went tumbling down outside, and-it 
seemed a long time after the explosion, we were already up at 
the window-the wall of the building opposite across the court- 
yard wobbled and then heaved its concrete down on the wounded 
man and his rescuers below, burying them finally. It seemed, 
even at that time, extra hard for the man on the stretcher. 

Swiftly the life of the house blossomed. The trickhg from 
the pipes gushed free, cascading noisily into the courtyard. 
Tiles, plaster, gutter fi-agments and more glass lurched off the 
roof. A new growth was sprouting everywhere, sprouting Lke 
the naked plumbing, as if these leaden entrails were the worm at 
the core of a birth, struggling to emerge, thrusting everything 
else aside. But the house held. It must have blossomed, opened, 
subsided upon itself. We raced down the stairs to the concrete 
mass below. 

As we picked, hopelessly, at the great fragments, it was 
impossible to forget how hard it was on the man on the 
stretcher. It seemed, stupidly, that he alone had hadno chance. 
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11- SOMETHING TERRIBLE, 
SOMETHING LOVELY 

W I L L I A M  S A N S O M  
THE day slate-dark, the air still, the cindertrack by the cottages 
empty and without life in a watered middle-day light-and young 
Nita came running, running home from school. Her satchel 
swung behind her, the blue exercise book fluttered its white 
leaves in her windmdl hand, thin long legs and young-boned 
knees pranced before her hke the separate legs of a pony careering 
the rest of her along. High on the brow of the slope that led down 
to the cottages she was already singing it out: ‘Dody! Dody!’ so 
that her young voice s h r d  with life and so excited echoed round 
the black cindered emptiness of that path, sang in and out of the 
bricked cottage yards, rained against blmd windows, rose and died 
with the tops of the green elms above the grey roofs, above the 
smoke that seemed to smell of cooked meat and coal. 

Dody her younger cousin was squatting in the yard windmg a 
little gramophone. The gramophone disc rotated at a wild speed, 
hurrying round ever faster to tin out a shrill voice that pranced 
up and down, as though its very bladder were bursting, bursting 
among the blazers and the pier-stage somewhere down the dark 
tin horn, screaming among the old jazz instruments to get off the 
stage and out of the box: ‘Swanee, Swanee, How I love you, 
How I love you . . .’ When Nita banged through the wooden 
yard gate and clustered herself feverishly down, all in one piece, 
satchel, hat, skirts, curls, like a bird alighting with wings askew by 
Dody’s ear, the gramophone went on singing. She put her arm 
round Dody’s neck and breathlessly whispered into her ear. 
Dody’s eyes went round and fascinated, her mouth pressed itself 
small as though she would cry: the voice kept whispering, Nita’s 
eyes opened and shut and rolled with every terrible word, her 
head waved from side to side, retreated, then back came those 
lips, wet and hot with breath close to the ear. ‘I saw it . . . there, 
right in front it was, plain as day . . . I don’t know how long, 
since yesterday I’m sure . . . anyone could see . . .’ In short, dread- 
ful gasps the whispers came out, the chattering secret. A silence, 
long and wise, as the two girls squatted and gazed at each other. 
Then from Dody a deep, heart-blown sigh. From Nita a nod, 
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